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About This Content

An iconic race from Master of Orion II has returned to conquer the stars!

The lucky Gnolam join the original 10 races with their own emperors and advisors, new ship hulls and blueprints, and unique
perks and personalities. The whole galaxy welcomes their arrival, just in time to face the return of the nefarious Antarans.

The Gnolam League is a tightly knit confederacy of traders based in the Gnol system. The title of Commodore of the League is
the highest rank a Gnolam can attain. Any trader bold or lucky enough may come to hold this highly sought after position,

representing the Gnolams in all official affairs. The League is well-known for its seemingly endless fortune, both in goods and
good luck. Gnolams are cunning merchants and ruthless moneylenders, who would rather pay off an enemy than fight them.

However, their vast material wealth usually allows them to fund large fleets in short notice should they feel the need to take the
field.
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NGD Studios
Publisher:
Wargaming Labs
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible 

Additional Notes: Minimum Video Memory: 512 MB

English,Russian,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Turkish,Polish,Korean
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Simply the best spinner wheel simulator on the market.

To experience the electronic Life game with the physical board game version of Life, hold your face two inches from the board
and hook up a small electric motor to the spinner so that it rotates for several minutes each time it is touched.

Seriously, it is frustrating to spend 2\/3rd's of your game time waiting for a wheel to stop spinning. I hit every key, checked the
instructions, and eventually ended up only gently nudging the wheel in an effort to keep the spinner from endlessly running each
turn.

No online multiplayer. No full screen. No fun. I do not recommend this game at any price.. This game was great before Webzen
took it over... updated)

first thing i want to say is that the quality of work thats gone into this game is clearly top notch. space is obviously pretty empty
but the graphics on what is there are great. zooming in really shows off the level of detail and effort thats been put in.
unfortunately the single player side is very limited at the moment (i expect that to change in time) and RTS games have always
been some thing of a nich market. when you couple that with the fact VR still has a some what limited player base you can
imagine it's pretty hard to find a match online.

im hopeful that we might get an improved lobby system with player lists and maybe some way to occupy yourself while you wait
for people to come online. as it stands right now though there isn't really much of a game here. dont get me wrong there are all
the right parts for this to be fantastic. think homeworld crossed with lego in space. it's just without anyone to play with there's
not a lot to do. the price feels fair though so if you have a friend to play with i fully suggest you get it.

update: the dev has posted a suggested time slot for players looking for a match to come online and i've managed to get several
games already. so if you are interested in void link or RTS games in general i would say grab it. the game itself runs great and
the mechanics seem spot on.. A skillful game reminiscent of quake and unreal tournament.... except in floating tanks :D

much tactics and teamworks make this game really deep and fun to play ~ I wonder if theres anyone on the servers yet.... Fun
game and tiring...I played for a while and only stopped because of exhaustian
. I actually rather liked this game. The inventory and craft aspects of the game were well done. For me it's all about story. Iplay a
TON of HOGs and if it sucks me in, to the point of 'marathon'ing it, so to speak, it's a good game. This was one of those.
Unfortunately it ends much sooner than I'd like, and hints at a continuation that I'm not sure is ever coming. That's the only
downside of this game for me.
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I wouldn't pay for this, came bundled with the game.. this is the first scenery that I have not liked because it simply does not
load I have tried everything. please don't buy this add-on because it does not work.
. I've had this game for a while and only recently picked it back up. It's a pretty cool concept and a nice brain exercise for puzzle
lovers (not to mention addictive as hell). One big issue, though, is that transition sequences have blindingly bright, totally
unnecessary flashing light animations. I have to play this game with my monitor on the lowest brightness setting--otherwise it
gives me a migraine.. love this pack of paint jobs particuly the saber tooth one would like to see the pack in ATS if posible.
Well... It is a game... Yeah.... THIS IS MY YOUTH. I'm not sure what to make of this game. I like grid based dungeon crawlers
(these are usually RPGs) and this game is quite different. It is atmospheric, there are puzzles and it is old school in that it won't
hold your hand. It's not scared to kill you either. The engine feels quite simple, as does the game play, which is adequate. It's not
Legend of Grimrock which has a lot of depth, though I haven't completed the game. In just half an hour it does feel like I've got
quite far, being five floors down on my save and overcoming what could be the heart of the maze. I would recommend the game
but I'm pretty sure this is not for everyone.. I loved playing this game when I was younger and I still do. Despite some bugs on
the PC port, I recommend it.

If you're having troubles with the jumping portions, turn Vsync on. Yeah, the fps will decrease, but I'd rather be safe than sorry.
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